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LAW AND VIOLENCE
Alexander Guerrero

C

riminal law, legal and political institutions, and efforts aimed at reforming those institutions all mark a significant difference between violent and nonviolent criminal actions. Violent crimes are typically met
with more severe punishments and more extensive collateral consequences than
nonviolent crimes—even when the violent crimes cause less harm. Advocates
for criminal justice reform make their case by pointing to the high numbers of
people incarcerated for nonviolent offenses and offering reform proposals that
would significantly alter the treatment of nonviolent offenders—with the implicit or explicit suggestion that this is the heart of the injustice, and that things
should stay as they are for those convicted of violent offenses.1 The United
States Sentencing Commission’s 2016 Report to Congress on Career Offender Sentencing Enhancements made the case that sentencing enhancements should only
be triggered by crimes of violence, and that they should no longer be triggered
by convictions for drug trafficking.2 Recent state efforts to re-enfranchise those
convicted of felonies and to make record expungement easier have been barred
to those convicted of a violent crime.3 And in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, calls to release people from jails and prisons have focused almost entirely
on “nonviolent” offenders.4 David Sklansky argues in impressive detail in his
recent book that “no distinction plays a larger role in contemporary American
criminal law than the line between violent and nonviolent offenses.”5 Despite a
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For example, see Silva, “Clean Slate”; Outlaw, “Time for a Divorce.”
United States Sentencing Commission, Report to the Congress.
For example, the 2019 New Jersey criminal justice reform act allows for easier record expungement, except for those convicted of a violent criminal offense (see State of New Jersey,
“Governor Murphy Signs Major Criminal Justice Reform Legislation”). An executive order
in Kentucky restored voting rights to 140,000 convicted felons, but limited to those convicted of nonviolent offenses (Wines, “Kentucky Gives Voting Rights to Some 140,000 Former
Felons”).
4 Reported, with other examples, in Kim, “Why People Are Being Released from Jails and
Prisons during the Pandemic.”
5 Sklansky, A Pattern of Violence, 41.
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decade of significant discussion of criminal justice reform, the refrain remains:
violent crime is different; those convicted of violent crimes are different; and it
is appropriate to punish and respond to violent crime differently.
In this article, I argue that the violent/nonviolent distinction cannot bear the
normative weight currently placed on it and that we should jettison thinking in
terms of violent crime and move to thinking in terms of wrongful harm caused
and risked. I argue that, if we do this, our current practices of sentencing and
punishment require revision, and that we should make those revisions. The basic argument is that there are moral constraints on punishment; that these are
provided by (a) the amount of wrongful harm caused or risked and (b) facts
about agent culpability; and that there is no consistent relationship between a
crime being violent and how much wrongful harm was caused or risked by that
crime, nor is there a close relationship between whether a crime involves violence and the degree of culpability of the agent committing the crime. In the
conclusion of the article, I offer an error theory concerning our commitment to
treating violent crime differently than nonviolent crime, attempting to explain
why we see this distinction as important in the criminal law and suggesting that
morally better categorizations are available to us.
It is worth stressing that I am not arguing that violent crime is not incredibly
harmful in some cases, or that all violent crime should be punished less than
it currently is. The right response could be—and in some cases probably will
be—to increase penalties for very harmful nonviolent crime, rather than to lessen penalties for very harmful violent crime. Nor is it my suggestion that it is
never appropriate to pay attention to the specific nature of the criminal offense
in terms of the kind of wrongful harm that is caused or risked. It might be appropriate, for example, to have greater restrictions on future gun ownership for
those who are convicted of a weapons offense. That is very different than the
categorical difference in treatment that we currently see in the United States.
If successful, this argument would have substantial implications for current
law and policy.6 The differential punishment of violent crime is central to the
mass incarceration crisis in the United States. Michelle Alexander suggests that
“the uncomfortable reality is that arrests and convictions for drug offenses—not
violent crime—have propelled mass incarceration.”7 John Pfaff labels this the
“Standard Story” regarding mass incarceration. His recent book makes a powerful case that this story is not the full story. Through analysis of state and federal data, Pfaff demonstrates that more than half of the increase in state prison
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My focus throughout is on the US context. Although the argument applies more broadly, the
issues are of perhaps distinctive importance in the US.
Alexander, The New Jim Crow, 102.
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growth in the 1980s through 2010 came from people serving time for violent offenses.8 If we are serious about addressing mass incarceration and rethinking the
role prisons are playing in our society, we must also reconsider the way we are
responding to violent crime and to those convicted of violent offenses. We must
not shy away from talking about violent offenses—what Pfaff calls the “third rail”
of criminal justice reform. Questioning the normative weight currently placed
on violence as a category in law must be a central part of that conversation.
I
Let me provide an overview of the central argument of this article. The argument
begins with an empirical fact about the significance of being convicted of a violent crime in the United States:
1. Violence and Law: The United States legal system marks a categorical
difference between violent crime and other crime that is materially
significant in terms of sentencing and punishment, including: sentence length; eligibility for probation and parole; eligibility for government-provided benefits, employment opportunities, and civic
roles; and eligibility for alternatives to incarceration including probation, and diversion from incarceration into substance abuse or mental
health treatment.
The moral significance of this writing of violence into the law is evident if we
attend to some general claims about the morality of punishment. In particular,
consider the following four claims:
2. Proportionality: A necessary condition of a punishment being permissibly exacted upon S is that the severity of the punishment is proportional to the crime for which S has been convicted.
3. Equality: Two people should not be punished substantially differently
unless there is a morally significant difference between them in terms
of (a) their culpability for committing the crimes or (b) the crimes for
which they have been convicted.
4. Proportionality and Harm: Assuming two equally culpable offenders,
proportionality of punishment for an action should be tied to the
wrongful harm caused or risked by that action: the greater the wrongful harm caused or risked, the greater the maximum permissible severity of punishment.
8
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5. Equal Harm, Equal Punishment: Assuming two equally culpable offenders, the quantity of punishment for two crimes, C1 and C2, should not
differ substantially unless C1 and C2 differ substantially in wrongful
harmfulness caused or risked.

These claims about the morality of punishment have significant implications for
the use of violence as a significant legal category, which we can see by noticing
important, underappreciated facts about violence and all the actions that are included in that category.
6. Wide Variation in Harmfulness of Violence: Violent criminal action is not
a uniform category such that all or most actions in that category cause
or risk causing a similar amount of wrongful harm.
7. Violent Action Not Systematically More Harmful than Nonviolent Action:
It is not true that all or almost all violent criminal actions are more
wrongfully harmful than nonviolent criminal actions.
8. No Positive Correlation between Violence and Culpability: Those who
commit violent offenses are no more likely to be culpable for offending, nor are they likely to be more culpable, than those who commit
nonviolent offenses.
And we are not forced to use the category of violence as a matter of administrative convenience.
9. Better Categories Possible: There are usable categorizations of actions
that do a better job sorting actions by their wrongful harmfulness than
the violent/nonviolent categorization.
Taken together, with some details filled in, we reach the following:
Conclusion: We should jettison the use of the category of violent crime for
purposes of punishment—including the assignment of collateral consequences and the availability of parole and diversion from incarceration—
and instead use categorizations that better track wrongful harm caused
and risked.
The rest of the article explains and defends these claims.
II
Although a philosophical discussion of the concept of violence might be of interest, I will focus on the ordinary conception of violence that figures into actual
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law, as it is that conception that is used to sort crimes into categories, and it is
that conception that I argue cannot bear the normative weight currently placed
on it.9 Although jurisdictions differ in the details, a basic characterization of violence is found in US federal law (which influences most sub-jurisdictions within
the US), which defines a “violent felony” as any crime punishable by imprisonment of greater than one year that “has as an element the use, attempted use, or
threatened use of physical force against the person of another; or . . . burglary, arson, or extortion, involves use of explosives, or otherwise involves conduct that
presents a serious potential risk of physical injury to another.”10 Violent crimes
other than felonies are just those that are otherwise similar but that have shorter sentences attached to them. Notably, this definition includes physical force
against persons, attempts and threats, and both intentional and reckless action.11
9 For a helpful discussion of the understanding of “violence” in law, and the changing understanding of violence over time, see Ristroph, “Criminal Law in the Shadow of Violence.”
10 18 USC § 924(e). The last clause, known as the “residual” clause, has proven difficult for
courts to interpret and apply. In Johnson v. United States, the Supreme Court declared it
unconstitutionally vague (135 S.Ct. 2551 (2015)).
11 The recent law in the United States has focused on trying to interpret a particular string of
language, which appears in a number of different places in federal law definitions of what
constitutes a “violent felony”: “a crime . . . that has as an element the use, attempted use,
or threatened use of physical force against the person of another; or . . . burglary, arson, or
extortion, involves use of explosives, or otherwise involves conduct that presents a serious
potential risk of physical injury to another.” 18 USC § 924(e). This provides a rough guide
to how to think about “violence” in law, but it leaves a number of questions unclear, as the
Supreme Court itself has said.
In Begay v. United States, 553 US 137 (2008), the Supreme Court explained that “the
provision’s listed examples illustrate the kinds of crimes that fall within the statute’s scope.
Their presence indicates that the statute covers only similar crimes.” The Supreme Court
further reasoned that the listed crimes “all typically involve purposeful, ‘violent,’ and ‘aggressive’ conduct.” Importantly, the Supreme Court also stressed that the correct way to discern whether a crime was “violent” or not was to look (somehow!) at “ordinary” instances
of that crime, not at the particular facts in a particular case. The court used this reasoning to
find that felony driving while intoxicated is not a “violent felony” for purposes of the Armed
Career Criminal Act (ACCA).
As noted above, the clause in the ACCA (and other similar statutes) that states that violent
felonies will include those crimes that “otherwise [involve] conduct that presents a serious
potential risk of physical injury to another” has come to be known as the “residual” clause.
This clause has proven particularly difficult to interpret and apply. Many crimes can arguably fit under the “serious potential risk of physical injury” standard, and so federal courts
were frequently divided over which crimes were covered by the residual clause. Additionally,
courts were instructed to consider an “ordinary” case of a crime, although they do not have
any evidence about what “ordinary” or typical versions of these crimes look like. So, it is no
surprise that the Supreme Court has had to struggle with the residual clause. In Johnson v.
United States, the Supreme Court finally declared ACCA’s residual clause unconstitutionally
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In section V, I enumerate and discuss the main categories of violent and nonviolent crime at greater length.
There are many ways in which a crime being classified as violent or nonviolent can make a difference to the sentencing and punishment of those convicted
of that crime. For the purposes of this article, I include under the heading of
“punishment” all of the following: initial sentence length, total time served for
the offense (not just the initial sentence, but also factoring in the availability or
likelihood of parole), legally mandated collateral consequences of the conviction, and facts about the nature of the legal punishment, including whether one
is incarcerated or is instead permitted to be on probation or enter an alternative
diversion program.12 Being convicted of a violent offense can affect severity of
sentencing and direct punishment, resulting in longer sentences and serving as a
distinctive kind of trigger for mandatory minimum or repeat offender extended
sentences.13 It can affect whether a person will be eligible for various government-provided benefits, employment and volunteer opportunities, and civic
roles—even after completion of their sentence.14 Perhaps most significantly, it
vague. In Welch v. United States, 136 S.Ct. 1257 (2016), the Supreme Court made the decision
retroactive, potentially putting many sentences into question if they relied on convictions
under the residual clause. The Supreme Court has found other incorporations of this clause,
as in the Immigration and Nationality Act, also unconstitutionally vague (Sessions v. Dimaya, 138 S.Ct. 1204 (2018)). To my mind, the difficulty in codifying a precise definition of
“violence,” as well as discerning how courts should decide whether a particular instance of a
crime was “violent,” provides just one more reason to jettison the significance of this category.
It should at least rebut worries that it is considerably easier to do this than to engage in what
I will later recommend: analysis of the wrongful harm caused or risked.
12 Some of these are perhaps controversial as “punishment” for theories of punishment that
focus on what the state is trying to express or communicate through punishment (such as
Wringe, An Expressive Theory of Punishment). Even for those theories, there is a plausible
case that there are expressive dimensions to these other components. Making that case in
full would require more discussion, but I will suggest later in the paper that our differential
attitudes toward violence are a significant part of the explanation of the use of violence as a
distinctive category in law, and we are plausibly communicating a message about the nature
of an offender’s wrongdoing to society at large when we treat those convicted of a violent
crime differently in all of these ways. The argument of the article is at least partly that this
message is inapt and misplaced.
13 The ACCA, passed in 1984, imposes a mandatory minimum sentence of fifteen years for any
person illegally possessing a firearm who has three prior convictions for violent felonies (18
USC § 924(e)). The United States Sentencing Guidelines (USSG) career offender enhancement applies when a defendant is facing prosecution for either a serious drug crime or a
crime of violence, and has at least two prior convictions for either serious drug crimes or
crimes of violence. If these conditions are met, then USSG § 4B1.1 provides for a guideline
range “at or near the maximum [term of imprisonment] authorized.”
14 In many jurisdictions, all people convicted of a felony—nonviolent or violent—lose civic
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can affect an individual’s eligibility for alternatives to incarceration: probation
and parole and various other forms of diversion from incarceration into substance abuse or mental health treatment. Here I will canvas some of these, to
highlight significant examples in support of 1.
People convicted of violent crimes serve more time in prison than those convicted of nonviolent offenses. Those convicted of violent offenses (roughly 30
percent of people admitted to state prisons) spend an average of 3.2 years in prison, whereas the overall average (including those convicted of a violent offense) is
only 1.7 years.15 Additionally, although people convicted of a violent crime make
up only a third of prison admissions, they make up more than half of the people
in prison at any time. As Pfaff puts it, “violent offenders take up a majority of all
prison beds, even if they do not represent a majority of all admissions.”16
Why is this? Some of this difference is a function of initial sentence length
(sometimes due to enhancements and mandatory minimums). But a significant
component is the expanded use of parole for everyone except those convicted of
a violent crime. Pfaff notes that of the three hundred thousand people admitted
to prison in 2003 in seventeen states, only 3 percent had not yet been released or
paroled by the end of 2013.17 And of that 3 percent, almost 85 percent had been
convicted of a violent crime. Some of this is because of a difference in average
initial sentence length. But there is also this significant factor: parole is rarely
granted to those who have been convicted of a violent crime. And this is despite
a general trend toward an increased use of parole. As Pfaff summarizes the situation:
After years of limiting and restricting [parole], states have started to rely on
parole more extensively. Such reforms are in fact perhaps the most widely
adopted type of prison reform to date. In almost all cases, however, these
changes have been limited to people convicted of nonviolent crimes.18
Marc Morjé Howard makes a similar point. He argues that parole could be safely
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rights, including the right to vote or serve on a jury. There are also collateral consequences
that apply specifically to those who are convicted of violent crimes. Under US law, those
convicted of violent felonies receive lifetime bans on Section 8 and other federally subsidized housing, and local housing authorities are authorized to refuse housing to individuals
who have “engaged in any . . . violent criminal activity” (42 USC § 13661(c) (2006); 24 CFR
§ 906.203(c) (2010)). And there are similar barriers to those convicted of violent crimes in
terms of federal and state employment and licensing permits (see 45 CFR 2522.205, 2540.200).
Pfaff, Locked In, 188.
Pfaff, Locked In, 188.
Pfaff, Locked In, 188–89.
Pfaff, Locked In, 198.
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expanded to those who have been convicted of violent crime, but state legislators and parole board members (typically political appointees) are unwilling to
risk implementing reforms or make parole decisions that might result in a person
convicted of a violent crime then committing a violent crime while on parole.19
An additional explanation comes from the costs of mass incarceration more
directly. The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 included
many provisions that contributed to the mass incarceration crisis, one of which
was creation of the Violent Offender Incarceration and Truth-in-Sentencing
Incentive Grants Program. This program provided millions of federal dollars
in grants to states to build or expand correctional facilities, provided that the
states had sentencing guidelines in place that required those convicted of violent crimes to serve no less than 85 percent of their sentences. As a result of this
program, by 1999, twenty-eight states and the District of Columbia had adopted
sentencing guidelines forcing those convicted of violent crimes to serve no less
than 85 percent of their sentences, and three states required such people to serve
100 percent of their sentences.20
As mass incarceration has come under more widespread criticism on moral
and economic grounds, a wide variety of alternative courts and alternatives to
incarceration have been created or expanded, in addition to the expanded use
of parole. Many of these alternatives are foreclosed to people charged with or
convicted of a violent crime.
One of the most common alternatives comes in the form of drug courts.
There are now over three thousand drug courts in the United States, with drug
courts in all fifty states.21 These courts aim to divert people into substance abuse
treatment, rather than incarceration, as an acknowledgment that many people
who engage in crime have significant substance abuse problems, and that these
problems often are at the root of their criminal conduct. These courts have a
range of criteria for eligibility, but most have a requirement that people not
be charged with or have a conviction for a violent crime. This is due largely to
the aforementioned Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994,
which authorized billions of dollars for anti-crime programs with specific funds
allotted for the implementation of drug court programs, but eligibility criteria
limited participation in these programs to nonviolent drug-involved offenders.22
Along with an increasing realization that incarceration is not the best response to substance abuse problems, so, too, there is increasing awareness that
19
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Howard, Unusually Cruel.
Ditton and Wilson, “Truth in Sentencing in State Prisons.”
National Association of Drug Court Professionals, http://www.nadcp.org/about/.
Saum, Scarpitti, and Robbins, “Violent Offenders in Drug Court.”
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mental health problems might not be best addressed by incarceration. Mental
health “diversion” programs place offenders in treatment programs rather than
incarcerating them. The record of these programs is generally good in terms of
treating offenders with mental health issues and reducing recidivism. Unfortunately, the main legislation addressing this issue in the past twenty years offers
substantial federal grant money for diversion programs, such as mental health
courts, but only if they are barred to those charged with or convicted of violent
offenses.23 Thus, it is little surprise that many local and state diversion programs
ban people with mental health problems who committed a violent offense.24
Almost every jurisdiction allows some people to be sentenced to supervised
probation, rather than time in jail or prison, and almost all of these jurisdictions have consideration for “public safety” as an explicit, statutorily mandated
consideration. Consideration of “public safety” has almost always focused on
safety with respect to threats of violence. As a result, nonviolent felonies such
as white-collar crimes or simple drug possession typically have a much better
chance of qualifying for supervised probation than violent felonies. It is common
to have an explicit bar on probation for people convicted of violent felonies.25
III
Recall two of the general claims about the morality of punishment presented
above:
2. Proportionality: A necessary condition of a punishment being permissibly exacted upon S is that the severity of the punishment is proportional to the crime for which S has been convicted.
3. Equality: Two people should not be punished substantially differently
unless there is a morally significant difference between them in terms
of (a) their culpability for committing the crimes or (b) the crimes for
which they have been convicted.
Let me expand upon and clarify these claims. Consider two different theories of
the morality of punishment: hybrid theories and retributivist theories. On a hy23 Mentally Ill Offender Treatment and Crime Reduction Act of 2004 (MIOTCRA), Pub. L. No.
108-414, 118 Stat. 2327 (2004). MIOTCRA permits a small amount of grant money to be used
to address treatment for mentally ill violent offenders, but only through in-prison programs.
But in-prison programs have been much less effective—little surprise given that prisons
exacerbate mental illness.
24 See, for example, California: Mentally Ill Offender Criminal Reduction Act 32 (MIOCR) S.B.
1485, 1997-98 Leg., Reg. Sess. § l(g) (Cal. 1998).
25 See e.g., Tex. Code Crim. Pro. Ann. art 42.12, § 6.
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brid theory, there are constraints on who may be punished (only those convicted
of an offense), how much they can be punished (only in an amount that is proportional to the gravity of their offense), and how much punishment can differ between similarly culpable persons convicted of the same offenses (not much). Subject to those constraints, the theory says: determine who should be punished and
how much they should be punished based on the consequences of punishment.
On a simple retributivist theory, punishment is justified and morally appropriate if and only if it is deserved. This view sets out moral desert of punishment
as both a necessary and sufficient condition for punishment being appropriate.
Thus, the answer to the targeting question is: people should be punished if and
only if they deserve to be punished. To the quantity question, the answer is:
people should receive an amount of punishment equal to what they deserve. The
hard question then becomes: What is the appropriate basis or bases of desert of
punishment?
Both hybrid and retributivist theories make a central place for Proportionality and Equality (on some views, it may be that Equality, or a nearby variant, is
just entailed by Proportionality). These are also both intuitive principles, corresponding with common judgments about cases. I will not argue for them further
here.26 Still, despite this, or perhaps because of it, little has been said about the
details of Proportionality and Equality with respect to these two questions:
a. What is it that punishment should be proportional to?
b. When we maintain that like cases should be treated alike in terms of
punishment, what are the relevant dimensions of similarity in the cases
that matter, morally?
IV
When thinking about proportionality and equality of punishment, we must
keep two questions distinct. One: Is this person culpable or fully culpable for committing the crime? Two: How morally bad is the crime? Plausibly, proportionality
and equality considerations attach both to how culpable the person was and how
bad the action was. I will say more about culpability later, but I mean something
like “moral responsibility for acting” where (on different theories) that can include facts about an agent’s intentions, will, control, and causal responsibility.
26 Simple consequentialist views about punishment reject both Proportionality and Equality,
but that is a significantly counterintuitive position, and I take it that few who wish to defend
the use of the category of violence do so on pure consequentialist grounds. In fact, consequentialist considerations cannot support the use of the category of violence, as follows
independently from claims 6–9.
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Here, I will focus on the second kind of consideration, how bad the action was,
and I will assume that the offenders in question are equally culpable—both 4
and 5 have explicit clauses setting aside culpability. This might be worrying if
violent offenders were always or typically more culpable for what they do than
nonviolent offenders. But I argue against that suggestion below, when discussing
8, and so I leave questions of culpability to the side.
I will argue that what is significant about an action for proportionality and
equality analysis is the wrongful harm caused or risked by the action. Focus on
this kind of harm analysis forces us to consider more seriously the true harmful consequences of crime. This is not easy. There are difficulties in quantifying
different kinds of harm in a way that allows comparisons, for example. But this
is already done in other legal contexts (torts, for example), as well as in medical contexts in which assessments must be made about the costs and benefits
of interventions and allocations of limited resources. People draw on empirical
surveys, studies based on revealed preferences, and other admittedly imperfect
methods to do this.27 Furthermore, that it is difficult does not mean that it is
not what we ought to be doing, or even what we are (very roughly) trying to
do when we distinguish between, say, misdemeanors and felonies, or between
different sentencing guideline ranges for different crimes. We should be doing
this kind of wrongful harm analysis more explicitly and we should be using this
analysis to guide our thinking about proportionality and equality. Let me say
more to clarify and defend this view.
Wrongful Harm Caused or Risked
Here is an intuitive account of harm and harming: A harms B if and only if A
causes B to be in a bad state—either absolutely bad, or bad relative to other relevant alternative states that B might have otherwise been in.28 Non-wrongful
harm cases are ones in which A causes B to be in a bad state by doing X, but B
had no right or reasonable expectation that A not cause B to be in this state by
doing X. Consider a case in which A rejects B’s offer of going on a date, leading
B to be depressed. Or a case in which A and B are both fairly competing for a job,
and A gets the job, resulting in B being unemployed.
Wrongful harm comes in a wide variety, but will include, prominently, things
that you might impermissibly do to cause my physical body, things that I care
27 See e.g., Prieto and Sacristán, “Problems and Solutions in Calculating Quality-Adjusted Life
Years (QALYs).”
28 There are cases that pose difficulties for the details of this account of harm; those details
need not detain us here. For discussion, see Harman, “Harming as Causing Harm”; Shiffrin,
“Harm and Its Moral Significance.”
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about, or things that I have rights over (such as property or ideas) to be destroyed or taken from me or made worse off in significant ways.
Some actions that cause wrongful harm to a primary victim also cause broader
social and psychological effects constituting wrongful harms to people who might
be called secondary victims. Mass public shootings, sexual assault, domestic violence, and terroristic racialized lynching all provide clear examples of this. When
considering wrongful harm that is caused by an action, we should include these
secondary harms, including harms to those other than the primary victim, such as
psychological injuries due to increased anxiety or fear, offense, or broader effects
on social position or social standing. Harm caused through these kinds of broader social effects is wrongful—it results in violations or diminutions of rights that
people have to autonomy, equality, respect, social standing, and so on. Individuals have a right against intentional or terroristic infliction of emotional distress.
(Some harms will not count as wrongful, because one does not have a right against
being caused to suffer them in this way—say, the psychological distress gay marriage causes homophobic people.) More would have to be said to demarcate the
precise contours of individual rights here, but secondary wrongful harms—either
through broader social effects or through individual subjective experience and
emotional and psychological distress—caused by an action should count on the
ledger of that action for the purposes of proportionality judgments. Additionally,
harm to secondary victims is often a foreseeable result of certain criminal actions,
undercutting at least one potential objection to counting this kind of wrongful
harm caused by the action for purposes of assessing proportionality and equality.
Another complication comes in countenancing not just the actual wrongful
harm caused by criminal action, but also the harm that was risked. There are
hard issues here about exactly how harm risked should be weighed in relation to
wrongful harm caused. Some will tolerate and embrace a significant amount of
moral luck on this score; others are wary of tolerating significant differences here.
One possibility would be to identify ranges of likely or expected or standard consequences for various types of criminal actions and treat those as the harms risked
even in cases in which little or no harm materializes. But there are complications.
Wrongful Harm and Proportionality
Claims regarding criminalization and harm are familiar from debates about the
so-called harm principle offered by Mill and refined by many. Antony Duff has
put forward a version of the harm principle in criminal law discussions, suggesting that “only conduct that wrongfully harms or threatens to harm others is a
suitable candidate for criminalization.”29
29 Edwards, “Theories of Criminal Law.”
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The fact that harm has been seen as central to questions of criminalization
does not require that wrongful harm should also be morally central with respect
to proportionality analysis, but it suggests that it might be a decent starting point.
Most discussions of proportionality focus in a general way on the badness or gravity of the actions in question, without specifying more precisely what dimension
of badness or gravity is relevant, or how those ideas are to be understood.30
Here is a hypothesis: if pressed to offer a rationale to explain “badness” or
“severity” or “gravity” of offenses, most would settle on something like how
much wrongful harm was caused or risked. Those theorists who have spoken to
the issue usually cite harm caused or risked as a central factor in assessing moral
desert and the gravity of a criminal act—the other significant factor being the
agent’s culpability for performing the act. Göran Duus-Otterström states that
“criminal seriousness is usually taken to be a function of the harm, or risk of harm,
imposed by the offender, and the culpability of his doing so.”31 Antony Duff says
that to rank crimes in terms of their seriousness, “we must . . . identify and rank
criminal harms, identify and rank kinds of criminal culpability, and then combine these two rankings into a single scale of criminal seriousness.”32 But we have
not done a particularly good job of correctly ordering criminal offenses from
worst to least bad in terms of the wrongful harm caused or risked—even if this is
what we are roughly, imperfectly, trying to do.
If we have set offender culpability to the side, including facts about the role
that the offender played in causing the wrongful harm, it becomes somewhat
unclear what properties of actions could matter to proportionality analysis other
than wrongful harm. Evilness? I suspect that intuitions about evilness of actions
are really standing in for something else: social deviance. But there remains the
question of why it would be permissible to punish actions more simply for being
comparatively socially abnormal. A possibility here is that even similarly harmful
actions might differ in how strongly a political community wants to punish or
deter them, and this might relate to democratic or popular decisions regarding
punishment. Assume that two kinds of actions cause the same amount of wrongful harm (always, or on average). Could a democratic polity permissibly decide
to punish one of the two twice as severely as the other? Ten times as severely? It
might be a matter of reasonable disagreement how much wrongful harm is caused
by an offense or type of offense, and democratic politics might be one way of permissibly resolving such disagreements. But even there, wrongful harm caused or
risked seems to be the correct anchor for the discussion and disagreement.
30 See Von Hirsch, “Proportionate Sentencing.”
31 Duus-Otterström, “Why Retributivists Should Endorse Leniency in Punishment,” 469.
32 Duff, Punishment, Communication, and Community, 135.
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Importantly, although it is natural to think that crimes that target or disproportionately affect certain groups—perhaps those in already marginalized social
positions—or that are aimed at sustaining gender or racial hierarchy might be
particularly bad and deserving of greater punishment, these broader social effects will be included in the wrongful harm analysis, as suggested in the previous
section.
Wrongful Harm and Equality
Proportionality identifies a limit on how much an individual can be punished.
Many retributivist theorists see this as setting the exact appropriate amount: a
person should not be punished more than this, but they also should not be punished less than this.33 Hybrid theorists might see this as setting a ceiling: you
cannot punish a person more than this, given the severity of what they have done.
As a result, one question that emerges for hybrid theorists is the question of
fairness of punishment across a range of cases, involving different individuals.
For retributivists—at least of the “mandatory” variety—if proportionality is being respected, and if people are being punished exactly as much as they deserve,
then equality across cases will be assured.
But for others, the question emerges: When, and on what grounds, is it morally permissible to punish two people convicted of the same offense differently?
If two agents, Smith and Jones, are equally culpable for offending, it is permissible to punish Smith and Jones different amounts only if their offenses were
different in some morally significant way. The claim I assert in 5 is that the only
morally significant difference between offenses that might license differential
punishment is the wrongful harmfulness caused or risked.
As in the case with proportionality, it is hard to imagine what other properties of offenses (evilness?) might be morally relevant in terms of licensing greater
punishment. Unlike in the case of proportionality, however, here there might be
a temptation to consider factors beyond either wrongful harmfulness or culpability: factors that are agent focused, rather than offense focused. These considerations might not affect the culpability of the agent, but might seem to permit
differences in punishment. Consider, for example, the possibility that one of the
two people is substantially more likely to reoffend, and this is known by the sentencing authority. This kind of forward-looking consideration veers closely into
troubling pre-punishment territory. But there is much that might be said about
33 “Mandatory” retributivists believe that we are required to punish exactly as much as the
person deserves; “permissive” retributivists maintain that we are permitted but not required
to punish people in line with what they deserve (we may punish them less than that). See
Braithwaite and Pettit, Not Just Deserts, 34–35.
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this, and a full defense of 5 would require saying more. For our purposes, we can
obviate the need for that discussion by simply noting the empirical fact—discussed in section VI—that those who commit violent crimes are no more likely
to recidivate than those who commit nonviolent crimes. If agent-focused factors
do end up being appropriately considered, we could modify 5 to incorporate
that fact, and then add the empirical claim regarding recidivism to the argument.
In the next sections, I will consider the implications for accepting these claims
regarding the morality of punishment and the significance of wrongful harm for
how or whether “violent” criminal action should be treated as a distinct category.
Importantly, one need not accept these claims to consider the implications of accepting them. And considering these claims also motivates the question: If one
does not embrace these claims about the morality of punishment, what are the
other claims that one does accept that justify treating “violent” criminal action
as a significant category within law?
V
Consider the following claim:
6. Wide Variation in Harmfulness of Violence: Violent criminal action is not
a uniform category such that all or most actions in that category cause
or risk causing a similar amount of wrongful harm.
This claim should be uncontroversial. All of the following count as violent crimes
in US jurisdictions: murder (in different degrees), manslaughter (voluntary and
involuntary), rape and other forms of sexual assault, assault with a deadly weapon, kidnapping, robbery, aggravated assault, reckless endangerment, and simple
assault (attacks or attempted attacks without a weapon resulting in either no
injury or minor injury). Jurisdictions differ with respect to how these crimes
are defined and the precise terminology used to describe them. Still, in every
case, there is wide variation in how wrongfully harmful actions in this category
are—either taken on a case-by-case, act-token basis, or looking at the act types.
Punching someone is much less wrongfully harmful than murdering someone.
Furthermore, although many violent offenses are very wrongfully harmful, it
is not true that, as a class, they are more harmful than nonviolent action. That is,
we should also accept:
7. Violent Action Not Systematically More Harmful than Nonviolent Action:
It is not true that all or almost all violent criminal actions are more
wrongfully harmful than nonviolent criminal actions.
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Even if violent offenses varied significantly in their wrongful harmfulness, it
might still be reasonable for them to be treated as a legally significant category if
violent offenses were all or almost all worse than nonviolent offenses in terms of
wrongful harmfulness caused or risked. But that is not so.
First, consider the range of nonviolent offenses: fraud, tax crime, bribery,
forgery, racketeering, theft, burglary, embezzlement, cybercrime, identity theft,
illegal drug manufacturing and distribution, possession and distribution of child
pornography, and criminal damage to property—just to name some of the more
central examples. Now, consider the categorical claim that all violent criminal
action is more wrongfully harmful or risks more wrongful harm than any nonviolent criminal action. This is clearly false. Irreparably defrauding a person of
their life savings causes more wrongful harm than stealing that person’s car at
knifepoint. Embezzlement that causes a company’s financial ruin, and the attendant loss of employment of fifty people, causes more wrongful harm than the
poorly thrown punches of two drunk people in a bar fight. Nonviolent crimes
like those committed by former judges Michael Conahan and Mark Ciavarella, who were convicted of fraud and racketeering for accepting money in return
for imposing arbitrary and excessively harsh judgments on more than five thousand juveniles in order to increase occupancy at for-profit detention centers, can
cause nearly unimaginable amounts of wrongful harm—more than all but the
most horrific violent crimes.34
It is hard to see how the categorical claim could be defended. One way might
be to try to argue that physical harm (such as might be caused directly by violent actions) is always more significant than nonphysical harm (such as might be
caused by nonviolent actions). But physical harm is not always worse than nonphysical harm. We can run a simple Millian argument to show this. Many of us
have experienced both physical and nonphysical harms. It is not the case that all
those who have experienced both kinds of harms feel the physical ones always to
be the worst of the two. Indeed, many would happily exchange nonphysical harm
for physical harm, if given the choice. I would rather be punched or have my arm
broken by someone pushing me down than to be defrauded out of my life savings.
More to the point, both physical and nonphysical harm can be caused by nonviolent criminal actions. It is often straightforward to determine the harm caused
by a violent criminal action: a person was shot in the arm or had his jaw broken.
There are often also nonphysical harms that follow from those physical ones.
Physical harms caused by nonviolent crimes may be more diffuse (although they
may not be—consider driving under the influence, which is classified as non34 See Urbina, “Despite Red Flags about Judges, a Kickback Scheme Flourished.”
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violent in the United States post-Begay).35 There may be hard questions about
exactly which harms that were in some sense caused by the action are going to
count. I steal tens of thousands of dollars from you. This causes you financial
devastation, you end up temporarily homeless, and this in turn contributes to
serious health problems. Or I illegally operate a “pain management” clinic that
is really just a supplier of illegal prescriptions for OxyContin, causing physical
harm both to those addicted but also to their children (through malnourishment and neglect) and the broader community as chaos and disrepair takes over.
In these cases, the physical harm is clear, although the full accounting of the
wrongful harm caused by the criminal action may be complicated by the fact
of intervening agency (to some degree) of those who knowingly use the drugs.
It is worth taking a brief detour to address the question regarding the extent of wrongful harm caused by an action that should count for proportionality
and equality analysis. Nonviolent crime might generate more questions in this
regard, as it can be unclear how to delimit the full scope of harm that should
be included in cases of fraud, bribery, money laundering, drug trafficking, and
so on. Many views regarding the metaphysics of causation (particularly views
focused on counterfactual or “but for” causation) include more as caused by
an action than would be counted by ordinary reflection. (There are many views
in which, for example, your birth is a cause of your death.) This issue has been
notoriously tricky in tort and criminal law, leading to the not unproblematic use
of so-called proximate cause analysis. One question has been whether to see the
correct causation standard as one that comes from metaphysics or as one that
comes from normative considerations regarding moral responsibility.36 One
thing seems clear: not all consequences that might in some sense be caused by a
person’s criminal action should count.
There are at least two kinds of potential limitations. First, there are cases in
which what happened was not reasonably foreseeable as a result of an action of
this kind. Second, there are cases in which the intervening agency of another
person is substantial enough to render the previous person “causally innocent,”
even if it is true that their action was a “causally relevant condition” or a but-for
cause of what transpired.
Questions regarding foreseeability and intervening agency make it difficult
to provide an exact accounting of the wrongful harm caused by a particular
action. Additionally, the consequences of actions and the wrongful harm they
cause are ongoing, and questions of punishment have to be answered at particular moments of time, with approximations and estimations made of what wrong35 See discussion in note 11.
36 See Honoré, “Causation in the Law.”
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ful harm appropriately attached to the action still to come. There are different
views one might adopt regarding how these questions should be resolved. Still,
the very significant wrongful harms that result from nonviolent crimes like fraud,
theft, identity theft, and illegal manufacture and trafficking of highly addictive
and destructive drugs like heroin and fentanyl are foreseeable and predictable.
And in the nondrug cases, there is no question of intervening agency.
If we focus on wrongful harm caused by criminal actions, we will not see a
simple, categorical sorting with all violent criminal actions rating worse than all
nonviolent criminal actions in terms of wrongful harm caused and risked. But
consider a rejection of 7 that maintains that violent criminal action is almost
always, although not uniformly, more wrongfully harmful than nonviolent criminal action. What should we make of this weaker claim? There are at least two
different ways of trying to evaluate this claim: at the level of act types or at the
level of act tokens.
If we focus on act types, we might generate a list of, say, the main one hundred types of criminal actions—the fifty violent ones (murder, manslaughter,
rape, robbery, simple assault, etc.) and the fifty nonviolent ones (fraud, espionage, theft, burglary, driving under the influence, etc.). We would then ask: Do
the fifty violent crimes generally cause or risk more wrongful harm than the fifty
nonviolent ones? To answer this, we could imagine ordering the one hundred
types of criminal action from most wrongfully harmful to least wrongfully harmful. One question would be how to do this. Would we somehow have in mind
a “normal” or “prototypical” example of each of these actions?37 Or the most
wrongfully harmful instance of each act type? There are difficulties to both these
ways of doing things. One worry is that our effort to remain at the level of types
will just collapse into a token-level or token-derivative assessment. This might
worry us if our motivation for going type level was to avoid collecting jurisdiction-specific statistics or from having our claims be highly relativized to specific
places and times.
Let us assume we find some way of fixing on a generic prototype for all one
hundred types of actions, and then ordering all one hundred from least wrongfully harmful to most wrongfully harmful. We do something like this when
it comes to sentencing. Crimes are sorted in a criminal code with sentencing
37 This is basically what is required under the ACCA, which instructs courts to engage in “ordinary case” analysis. See Begay v. United States, 553 US 137 (2008). To determine whether
a given crime is a “violent felony,” a court is supposed to disregard the specific facts of the
case it is addressing, and (again, somehow!) consider only an “ordinary” case of the crime
of which the person was convicted. Because courts do not have empirical data to guide their
assessment of what happens in an “ordinary case” of a given crime, this has produced unpredictable, confusing results.
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guidelines, with possible sentence ranges indexed to each categorized crime. If
we have these one hundred types of criminal actions lined up from least wrongfully harmful to most wrongfully harmful, do we expect that the violent criminal
act types are almost always more wrongfully harmful than nonviolent criminal
act types? We would see something like this:
Least Wrongfully Harmful

Most Wrongfully Harmful

NNNNNVNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVNVVV
Here “N” stands for a nonviolent criminal action type and “V” stands for a violent
criminal action type. But given the wide range of violent and nonviolent criminal action types, that claim also seems implausible. Violent crimes like simple
assault and crimes committed while in possession of weapons that are not in fact
used are often not all that harmful. And even harmful or potentially harmful violent crimes like aggravated assault and criminal endangerment typically cause
or risk physical harm to just one person. Nonviolent crimes like fraud, espionage,
embezzlement, racketeering, bribery, and theft can cause great and widespread
wrongful harm to many people. Indeed, we may already implicitly acknowledge
this. There are many examples in which Crime Type A (though violent) is given
a shorter sentence range than Crime Type B (which is nonviolent). Given that,
why should we treat the commission of the violent crime as appropriately triggering the additional penalties and limitations set out earlier? Why should those
who are accused or convicted of Crime Type B still be eligible for various diversion programs, early parole, probation, and various benefits, while those accused
or convicted of Crime Type A are not? The answer cannot be that Crime Type B
is less wrongfully harmful, because it is not.
Another way of interpreting the claim about violent crimes being generally more wrongfully harmful than nonviolent ones is as a claim concerning act
tokens, rather than act types. On this interpretation, we would need to look at
all the violent crime and nonviolent crime that took place in some jurisdiction
over some period of time and sort these individual criminal actions from most
wrongfully harmful to least wrongfully harmful. The claim would then be true
if the violent token crimes were almost all on the more wrongfully harmful end
of the spectrum. And, if true, this claim about act tokens might support a categorical difference in treatment, since definitions of crimes and attachment of
sentences might well result in some necessary but imperfect categorization.
There are various problems with this route. One is that it would mean that the
claim, and thus the normative support for the practice of treating violent crime
in a categorially different way, would be sensitive to these contingent, time-and-
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place-relative facts about the wrongful harmfulness of the (say) fifty thousand
violent and nonviolent criminal actions that took place over the relevant period of
time. But it does not seem as if the way in which existing law draws the categorical
distinction is at all responsive to contingent empirical facts about a jurisdiction.
A more significant problem for this way of trying to reject 7: there is no reason to think that a claim like “violent criminal actions are always or almost always
more wrongfully harmful than nonviolent criminal actions” will be true when
interpreted as about act tokens. The most serious violent crimes are, thankfully,
relatively rare—particularly when compared with relatively less serious, much
more prevalent violent crimes like simple assault. By far the most common kind
of violent crime is simple assault—attacks or attempted attacks without a weapon resulting in either no injury or minor injury.38 And simple assault will often
be less harmful than common nonviolent offenses such as burglary, fraud, tax
evasion, money laundering, identity theft, and drug trafficking.
VI
The claims so far have focused on the suggestion that violent criminal actions are
more wrongfully harmful than nonviolent crime. It is hard to find a claim that
is both (a) strong enough to support the actual categorical violent/nonviolent
distinction drawn in law and (b) true.
But perhaps, although violent crime is not always or almost always more
wrongfully harmful than nonviolent crime, those who engage in it are categorically more culpable than those who engage in nonviolent crime. If so, treating
violent criminal action categorically differently than nonviolent criminal action
is morally appropriate, not because the acts are more wrongfully harmful, but
because those performing them are more culpable. This view would reject the
following claim:
8. No Positive Correlation between Violence and Culpability: Those who
commit violent offenses are no more likely to be fully culpable for offending, nor are they likely to be relatively more culpable, than those
who commit nonviolent offenses.
In order to consider the plausibility of the claim that those who engage in violent action are categorically or typically more culpable than those who engage
38 In the United States, of the almost 6.5 million violent crimes in 2018, there were 16,214 homicides, 734,630 rapes/sexual assaults, 573,100 robberies, 1,058,040 aggravated assaults, and
4,019,750 simple assaults. See Morgan and Oudekerk, “Criminal Victimization, 2018”; and
Federal Bureau of Investigation, “Uniform Crime Report.”
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in nonviolent crime, it will be useful to have two broad pictures of culpability or
moral responsibility for an action.
The first picture holds that an agent is morally responsible—and correspondingly praiseworthy or blameworthy—only if, or only to the degree that, the
agent’s actions are under her control. Some who hold such a view do so in an incompatibilist way, maintaining that control is incompatible with determinism.39
But one might do so in a compatibilist way as well. Or it might be that some forces from the outside impinge upon us, but that these do not fully determine what
we do. This would leave us less than perfectly responsible, but still responsible
to some degree. More must be said about when an agent’s actions are under her
control in order to fill out the picture. Call this the agential control view.
The second picture is concerned not with control, but with what the agent’s
actions reveal about her moral beliefs, attitudes, and values. These are often described as “quality of will” views.40 Pamela Hieronymi provides a nice statement
of this kind of view: “We are fundamentally responsible for a thing . . . because it
reveals our take on the world and our place within it—it reveals what we find true
or valuable or important.”41 Call this the agential revelation view: we are morally
responsible for—and correspondingly potentially punishable and blameworthy
for—those things that reveal who we are, morally speaking, or what our moral
attitudes are like.
On either control or revelation views, culpability will come in degrees, as
both how much control an agent has in performing an action and how revealing an
action is of who an agent is are factors that plausibly come in degrees.42
We can now ask: On either the agential control or agential revelation views,
are those who engage in violent criminal action categorically or almost always
more culpable than those who engage in nonviolent criminal action? Answering
this question might seem to require answering questions regarding the etiology
and psychology of violent and nonviolent criminal action. That is a project spanning several disciplines—criminology, sociology, law, psychology—and it is not
possible to say anything comprehensive here. I will, however, discuss what I take
to be two widespread beliefs—I will call them dogmas—about violent crime
that are relevant to the assessment of 8. I will suggest that the available evidence
should undermine or at least weaken confidence in them.
39 See, e.g., Strawson, “The Impossibility of Moral Responsibility.”
40 For examples of views in this category, see Smith, “Identification and Responsibility”; Hieronymi, “Reflection and Responsibility”; Arpaly, Unprincipled Virtue.
41 Hieronymi, “Reflection and Responsibility.”
42 For discussion, see Nelkin, “Difficulty and Degrees of Moral Praiseworthiness and Blameworthiness.”
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Here are two common beliefs about violence and those who commit violent
actions, even if they are not always formulated quite this explicitly:
Dogma of Depravity: Perpetrators of violence are morally bad people—
even evil, depraved. Violent crime is perpetrated by people who have
very bad moral characters, people who have disturbed, depraved moral
worldviews.
Dogma of Difference: Perpetrators of violence are unusually and distinctively bad. They are different from the rest of us. Most of us might be such
that we would engage in nonviolent criminal action—if the circumstances were right, if we happened to be around the wrong people at the wrong
time. But that is not true of violent criminal action. Only distinctively bad
people engage in violent criminal action.
These dogmas do not seem particularly relevant for rejecting 8 if one embraces the agential control model. Indeed, violent action often seems less under an
agent’s control than nonviolent criminal action; it is hard to see how the agential
control picture would lend support to rejecting 8.
But if culpability and moral responsibility are construed on an agential revelation model, these dogmas, if true, might lead us to reject 8. If true, there would
be a significant correlation between violent criminal action and greater culpability, relative to nonviolent criminal action. On this view, the commission of violent crimes can be used as evidence connected to a characterological assessment:
those who commit violent crimes are somehow in a different, and worse, category of people—they are bad; they have violent natures. That does not mean that
violent crimes are more wrongfully harmful, but it would mean that those who
commit violent crimes are in some important sense more blameworthy, more
culpable, and perhaps more justifiably excluded from our broader political and
social communities—because of what their violent actions reveal about who
they are. We should ask, though, whether the inference from engaging in violent
crime to a differentially worse characterological assessment is a good one, and
whether these two dogmas are consistent with the available evidence.
There is general reason to be suspicious of characterological assessments,
particularly those based on a single action or a few actions. Psychological evidence suggests that our actions are more the product of our situation and environment than we typically believe, and that we are too quick to explain actions
as emanating from characterological dispositions. Psychologists have called this
the “fundamental attribution error.”43 This might push against the agential rev43 For extensive discussion, see Doris, Lack of Character.
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elation view in general, although there are debates about the psychological evidence here.44
Less generally, we might ask whether people who commit violent crime
somehow have different and morally worse characters, such that (for example)
they are more likely than others to engage in other violent crime. There is little
evidence for this. The eminent sociologist and criminologist Randall Collins argues that “it is a false lead to look for types of violent individuals, constant across
situations.”45 He goes on: “I want to underline the conclusion: even people that
we think of as very violent—because they have been violent in more than one
situation, or spectacularly violent on some occasion—are violent only in very
particular situations.”46 He argues, backed by extensive empirical evidence, that
many instances of individuals who engage in what to an outsider might look like
particularly heinous crimes—violent elder abuse, child abuse, spousal abuse—
are really quite ordinary people located in particularly difficult, emotional, isolated, stressful situations.47 The suggestion is that most of us, whatever we think
of our characters, might have ended up acting similarly under those conditions.
This is not to cast doubt on the culpability of people in these situations (though
others might push in that direction), but it is to cast doubt on the view that
general character-focused considerations will single out those who have been
convicted of violent crimes as particularly bad or particularly culpable. This evidence, at least, suggests that we should reject both the dogma of depravity and
the dogma of difference.
Other evidence that inclines against these dogmas comes from the success
of alternatives to incarceration for those convicted of violent crimes. If these
two dogmas were true, we might expect that little would work to “rehabilitate”
or to prevent recidivism of those who have committed violent criminal actions.
But that is not what the evidence suggests. Studies have found that participants
who were charged with violent crimes or had histories of violence performed
as well or better in drug courts and diversion programs than those who were
charged with nonviolent crimes or had no such histories of violence.48 Similarly
with mental health diversion programs. Mental health diversion programs that
44
45
46
47
48

Clarke, “Appealing to the Fundamental Attribution Error.”
See Collins, Violence, 1.
Collins, Violence, 3.
Collins, Violence, 137–41.
Carey, Mackin, and Finigan, “What Works?”; Carey, Finigan, and Pukstas, “Exploring the
Key Components of Drug Courts”; Saum and Hiller, “Should Violent Offenders Be Excluded from Drug Court Participation?”; Saum, Scarpitti, and Robbins, “Violent Offenders in
Drug Court.”
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accept violent offenders have proven to be successful.49 There is also significant
evidence that people tend to “age out” of violence, based on a host of social, developmental, and neurobiological factors.50 This evidence is hard to reconcile
with either of the two dogmas.
Note, too, that to defend a categorical difference in treatment of violent as
opposed to nonviolent crime, the dogmas would have to apply categorically—to
all violent criminal action, not just the very worst instances of violent criminal
action.51 So, even if the dogmas were true with respect to a certain kind of violent criminal action (e.g., serial rape or serial murder), they might well not be
plausible when simple assault is brought into the picture.52 Related to this, it
is plausible that some nonviolent crime is such that it seems to reveal a character that is as evil (if one wants to speak in those terms) as the perpetrators
of even particularly heinous violent crime. Think of someone like Bernie Madoff, callously indifferent to the harm he causes or risks. Or think of the former
emergency managers and water plant officials in Flint, Michigan, who have been
charged with the nonviolent crimes of false pretenses, willful neglect of duty,
and conspiracy for their role in misuse of public funds leading to widespread
contamination of drinking water, lead poisoning of a generation of children, and
at least twelve deaths from Legionnaire’s disease. Again, as in the previous section, it starts to look implausible that there will be a categorical difference here
that is captured by the violent/nonviolent distinction.

49 See, e.g., Treatment Advocacy Center, “Assisted Outpatient Treatment Laws”; Fisler,
“Building Trust and Managing Risk,” 587, 602.
50 For discussion, see Ulmer and Steffensmeier, “The Age and Crime Relationship”; Goldstein,
“Too Old to Commit Crime?”
51 A similar point can be made, too, against the suggestion that because violent crime can
usually not be committed via negligence, whereas other kinds of crimes can be, this would
license differential treatment of those convicted of violent crimes across the board. At most
this would suggest that some nonviolent offenders, those who offend via negligence, might
be less culpable, but that does not line up with the violent/nonviolent categorization generally. And it is, at any rate, controversial whether those who do things negligently are less culpable (in this sense of culpable as morally responsible) than those who do things recklessly
or intentionally. That is not uncontroversial on either a control or agential revelation model.
52 Similarly, although in some cases—think of violence or stalking targeted at a particular individual—early release or diversion programs might pose distinct concerns, that is not a
reason to see these concerns as presented by every instance of violent crime. The point is
not that such concerns can never be appropriately considered; to the contrary, they should
be appropriately considered when present, whether the crimes involve violence or not.
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VII
The argument I have offered suggests that we should jettison the category of “violent” crime in the criminal law and the law more generally—replacing it with
an analysis that orders crimes based on the wrongful harm they cause or risk,
rather than on whether they are violent, at least for the purposes of broad sentencing categories and practices of punishment more generally. But this goes
against a pretty broad sensibility, which says that violent crime is worse than
nonviolent crime and is appropriately treated differently. Here, I want to say a
few things that might explain why this sensibility is present, but in a way that
suggests that it is in error.
What We Think of When We Think of Violence
Here is a simple explanation for why people think violent crime should be treated differently: the worst violent crimes are truly horrifying and terrifying, in
addition to being very wrongfully harmful, and these are what people think of
when they think of “violent crime”—even though these are hardly a representative sample of everything that falls under the heading of “violent crime.”
Some violent crime is incredibly, terribly wrongfully harmful. For example,
violent actions where the person or persons doing the violence is considerably
more powerful than the victim(s) of the violence can be harmful not only in the
instant physical ways that violence is harmful, but also in structuring relationships of terror and domination, so that the person, the family, or even a whole
community is entirely shaped and constrained by violence and the threat of violence in a host of deeply harmful ways.
For example, those who study domestic violence highlight that there are two
significantly different forms of intimate partner violence—“situational couple
violence” and “patriarchal terrorism”/“intimate terrorism.”53 The first of these is
“fairly frequent, not very severe, and practiced rather equally (in modern America) by both males and females.”54 This kind of violence stays within certain parameters, is often symmetrical, rarely escalates over time, and results in injuries
in around 3 percent of cases.55 The second of these, patriarchal terrorism, “is violence used for purposes of control . . . involving serious physical injury or an ongoing atmosphere of threats; perpetrators are chiefly males, their victims chiefly
53 For the canonical study on this, see Johnson, “Patriarchal Terrorism and Common Couple
Violence.” For more recent discussion, see Eckstein, “Intimate Terrorism and Situational
Couple Violence.”
54 Collins, Violence, 141.
55 Stets and Straus, “Gender Differences in Reporting Marital Violence.”
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females.”56 This second kind of domestic violence is rarer than the first, but is
generally more salient when many people think of domestic violence. These are
the cases that are dramatized in movies and television, and the ones that are
covered in the news. Obviously, it should go without saying that all domestic
violence is serious and deserves a significant social and legal response; the suggestion here is only that our response ought to be more nuanced and responsive
to the facts in particular instances.
Or think of the widespread portrayal of terroristic violence perpetrated by
organized crime and criminal gangs. Many of the great works of film and television focus on this kind of violence—think The Sopranos, The Wire, and so on. Or
think of the violent crimes depicted on the many law and crime television shows
that are routinely among the highest-rated shows on television (NCIS, NCIS: Los
Angeles, Law & Order: SVU). These shows depict a lot of violent crime, but almost always on the “most harmful, most horrific” end of the spectrum of violent
crime. So, too, with the violent crime that makes the local or national news.
On the other side, nonviolent crime is only rarely the subject of films or television, and, when it is, the focus is almost always on the wizardry involved in
perpetrating the crime rather than on the harm to victims.
This gives us a deeply misleading sense of what most violent crime is like,
particularly in terms of how harmful it is. Instead of thinking of armed robbery
or simple assault that results in little or no physical harm, we think of Jeffrey
Dahmer, Tony Soprano, or the horrifying evening news report.
Related to this, Randall Collins details the ways in which we have false beliefs
about what violence looks like. He notes that people are “not good at violence,”
and that most of our beliefs about what violence is like are false. He writes that
we have been exposed to so much mythical violence. That we actually
see it unfolding before our eyes in films and on television makes us feel
that this is what real violence is like. Contemporary film style of grabbing
the viewers’ attention with bloody injuries and brutal aggressiveness may
give many people the sense that entertainment violence is, if anything,
too realistic. Nothing could be further from the truth. The conventions of
portraying violence almost always miss the most important dynamics of
violence: that it starts from confrontational tension and fear, that most of
the time it is bluster.57
Collins notes that most violence is brief, incompetent, and leads to little injury
of consequence. (But even this violence still results in assault convictions and
56 Stets and Straus, “Gender Differences in Reporting Marital Violence.”
57 Collins, Violence, 10.
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violent criminal records.) This is not what we expect, having been raised on a
steady diet of serial killer stories, NCISes, and Game of Thrones violent fantasy stories. The suggestion: as a result of the portrayals of violence that we encounter,
we come to have false beliefs about what most violence and violent crime is like,
about how harmful it is, and, consequently, about how appropriate it is to treat it
categorically differently than nonviolent crime.
The Harm We Can See
Another possible (and non-rival) explanation for why we may feel that violent
crime is different than nonviolent crime: the harms from the most salient examples of violent crime are easy to see and to quantify. It is easy for us to understand
the exact harm of violent crime, certainly the most proximate harms. With many
kinds of nonviolent crime—financial crime, cybercrime, fraud, embezzlement—
it may be hard to even understand what the crime was, let alone the harms that
it caused. We should not infer from this, however, that these crimes are harmless.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
If one wanted to consider a psychological or evolutionary story here, one
could also note that violence is one of the oldest and most intimately familiar
ways in which we can harm each other. We might well expect to have more deeply ingrained attitudes about violently caused harms than about harms caused in
nonviolent ways. In the same way that it is plausible that our ideas about morality did not originally develop to take into account the ways in which we might
help or save those physically very distant from us, so, too, it is plausible that our
ideas about morality did not originally form to take into account ways in which
we might badly harm those physically very distant from us, or those whom we
may never see or meet.
These attitudes and intuitions about morality and harm might not have adequately updated to the modern, globally interconnected world in which we live.
We may pay more attention to the local harms that might be caused through, say,
physical violence, and not enough to the distant harms we can cause through,
say, destroying the pensions of thousands of people through fraud and illegal
market manipulation.58
58 A related possibility, which might push back against the diagnosis that this is always a sign
of error: it might be that, for some violent crimes and some nonviolent crimes, the violent
crimes are such that the wrongful harms are less diffuse (more concentrated on a few individuals) and the nonviolent crimes have wrongful harms that are more diffuse (spread out
in relatively small increments across many individuals). There are theories on which this
kind of relative diffuseness might appropriately make a moral difference, even in cases in
which the total wrongful harm might be equivalent or comparable. This would suggest that
an additional dimension to the wrongful harm analysis would be appropriate, but it would
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Class, Race, and Violence
A final thought about why we might see violence differently. Here we must ask
who “we” are. It is plausible that many of the attitudes about how bad violence or
violent crime is, or how bad those who engage in violence are, have a class and
possibly racial dimension to them.
First, if one rarely encounters violence, then the myths about violence and
the Hollywood portrayal of violence will more dramatically affect one’s view
about what most violence and violent crime are like. And one directly encounters less violence as one moves up the socioeconomic ladder (which is not to
say that it disappears). If we accept Randall Collins’s explanation that much violence is the product of situational factors like stress, powerlessness, and isolation,
we should expect that those in certain socioeconomic environments may more
often engage in and witness violence, without this meaning that those people
are morally worse than those who, say, engage in nonviolent crime. And this will
be more familiar to those who have some personal experience at levels of lower
socioeconomic standing.
Second, if popular views about crime and particularly violent crime are biased and warped by presentations in media and background racism and classism,
they can also contribute to how violence is understood and in particular the extent to which the two dogmas discussed above are accepted. As one of the leading experts on violence and law suggests, “the racialization of violent crime has
likely had more than a little to do with the increasing tendency to understand
criminal violence as a product of offenders’ characters, not of the situations in
which they find themselves.”59
Third, use of violence, even amounting to violent crime, can be defensive or
protective, particularly for those who do not expect reliable police protection.
Elijah Anderson discusses the “code of the street” that arises because of a lack
of reliable police protection, along with the view that the police are prejudiced
against everyone in particular neighborhoods and of particular races, so that a
person calling the police is as likely to end up arrested as the perpetrator.60 Under these circumstances, it becomes rational for individuals to demonstrate their
ability to defend themselves by displaying a willingness to use violence if necessary. Engaging in violence on occasion may even be necessary, but those familiar
not vindicate sorting along violence/nonviolence, as diffuseness of harm caused does not
line up with violent or nonviolent crimes, particularly once secondary harms are factored in.
59 Sklansky, A Pattern of Violence, 62.
60 Anderson, Code of the Street. Gruen, Meikle, and Pierce develop complementary ideas and
arguments in “Destabilizing Conceptions of Violence.”
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with these environments will not see this use of violence as supporting either of
the two aforementioned dogmas.
Fourth, and amplifying the first three points, if we have an elite political class
of legislators (as most electoral democracies in fact have), we will have people
making decisions about violent crime who are themselves largely unfamiliar
with violence, and whose sense of it comes from film, television, sensationalistic
news stories, and possibly racist and classist biases. They—and the prosecutors
and judges who also comprise this elite political class—also have political incentives to sensationalize the danger and violent crime that exists.61 And this elite
political class, supported by the socioeconomic elite, will also sometimes have
incentives not to want attention turned toward so-called white-collar crimes like
tax fraud, securities fraud, and other potentially very wrongfully harmful but
nonviolent crime.
VII
Although it is difficult to offer precise quanta of the wrongful harm caused by
particular crimes or by typical crimes in various categories, this is the kind of
inquiry we should be engaged in—just as those involved in public health and the
allocation of medical resources and interventions have to think about the harms
and benefits that are likely to result from various actions and options. Rather than
letting sentencing ranges be set by political whims or manipulated emotional responses, we should be having serious, evidence-based conversations about the
wrongful harmfulness of crime and the morally appropriate responses to crime.62
As noted above, the felony/misdemeanor classifications, as well as intricate
and complex criminal codes and sentencing guidelines, already try to categorize and distinguish tiers and categories of criminal actions. A focus on wrongful
harm allows this to be done in a more principled way, allowing intelligible comparisons across kinds of crimes, including crimes across the violent/nonviolent
divide. A simple system might have five different categories, Category One to
Category Five (like hurricanes), corresponding with how much wrongful harm
was caused or risked by the particular criminal action, or, alternatively, by a typical criminal action defined by these specific elements. Things will inevitably
61 For classic discussion of these issues, see Stuntz, “The Pathological Politics of Criminal
Law,” 505, 510.
62 Part of this conversation is already under way, as the public good/public health justification
of criminal law is offered to supplant more punitive or retributive justifications. See Chiao,
Criminal Law in the Age of the Administrative State.
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become more complicated and there are many questions to be addressed. But it
seems that we should endorse:
9. Better Categories Possible: There are usable categorizations of actions
that do a better job sorting actions by their wrongful harmfulness than
the violent/nonviolent categorization.
If the argument of the article is successful, then we should embrace these categories—categories structured around the idea of wrongful harm—and jettison
our misplaced focus on violence. Doing this might also result in us addressing
some of the true deep roots of the problem of mass incarceration and enable a
more effective, less devastating response to the problems of crime and wrongful
harm. And doing so would not be heading out into uncharted territory; indeed,
references in law to “violent crime” or “violence” are actually a recent development, beginning in the late 1960s.63 Categories in law are important and useful,
but they should track what matters, morally. We can do better without “violence”
as a central category in law.64
Rutgers University–New Brunswick
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